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October 9, 2003 •

Cubbies take Florida Marlins 12-3 for game two
victory.
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SPORTS

State funding,
spending blamed
for salaries
By Tim Martin
ADMl!ilSTRATION ED I TOR

State funding to maintain competitive faculty salaries at public
universities with their peers ·has
melted recently, but one state representative says those losses
could have been muffled if the
state handled the situation differently.
Chapin Rose, R - Charleston,
said budget cuts to higher education were not divvied up evenly to
all portions of the state. He said
Gov. Rod Blagojevich gave $10
million bonus to Chicago State
University as public higher education lost more than $112 million, or
7.9 percent, from their $1.3 billion
budget from Fiscal Year 2004 to
Fiscal Year 03.
·
Gov. Blagojevich's Chicago
office was contacted, but a media
representative did not respond.
"If you have a budget deficit
and you have to make cuts," Rose
said. "Make them across the
board, and that way it's fair
instead with the ruling Democrats
cut every downstate university."
Rose said if the budget were
reconfigured, the $4.9 million in
state-appropriated funds cut from
Eastern's budget could have been
avoided.
"The cuts that are made to higher education at Eastern is being
spent somewhere else in the budget," he said.
Rose said the state's budget had
increased $1 billion this year, but
that the money was not allocated
to higher education. One of the
trickled-down effects of the
decreased funding was the inability to increase funding for an
Illinois
Board
of
Higher
Educ.ation-sponsored initiative
geared toward public universities
to retain faculty. The project was
slashed three years into the fiveyear project for Fiscal Year 03.
That topic was discussed at the
board's meeting Tuesday attended
by numerous state university faculty, union members and administrators attended.
The board reported the gap
between the salaries of public university faculty to the national
median average of their peers was
at an all-time high.

Average faculty salaries
vs. % of Ascal Year 03
national average:
•Chicago State University:
$60,600

107.8 %

•Eastern Illinois University
$54,600

91.5 %

•Illinois State University
$57,500
91.6 %
•Northern Illinois
University
$57,300
95.1 %
• University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign
$82,100

89.9 %

• Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale
$57,300

92.8 %

The salary averages of state
universities in Illinois compared
to similarly sized universities for
Fiscal Year 03 were 94.7 percent.
In Fiscal Year 02 those figures
were 97.9 percent.
The average is devised as such,
according to Dan Layzell, the
board's deputy director for planning and budgeting:
• If the national average for
peers of a university is $100,000,
the average for Illinois universities for Fiscal Year 03 was only
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Members of the Eastern Marching Band participate in the 2002 Homecoming Parade. Security is being
increased this year by the "Parade Escort Team."

Security will take a team
+Homecoming
parade will use
students, police, staff
and others to

maintain order
By Carly Mullally
CI TY EDITOR

$94,700.

Eastern was lower than the
state average, reporting a 92.2
percent salary comparison in
Fiscal Year 02 and 91.S percent
this year.
"This is a matter of priority,"
Rose said. "Had the governor
wanted to make higher education
a priority, he could have done it,
but instead they cut us to pay for a
massive increases in state spending."
Blair Lord, vice president for
academic affairs, previously said
garnering state funding for faculty is one of his top goals. Interim
President Lou Hencken echoed
that concern at a board luncheon
Sept. 31 on campus.
SEE STATE
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Following city council approval
and student senate efforts, this
year's Homecoming parade,
themed The Good, The Bad and
The Eighties, should be more successful than the Brat Pack.
A Homecoming Committee
Parade Escort Team Initiative is
in the works to prevent future
parade problems. Eastern and
Charleston received complaints
from those marching in the
parade, who said they were
harassed and hit with candy and
beer cans.
Chelsea Frederick, head of the
Homecoming Committee and junior speech communication major,
said the initiative involves a collaborative effort between Eastern
administration, staff, students
and city residents and leaders.

The initiative's m1Ss10n statement includes providing a "unified front" against disruptive
behavior.
The initiative will work in identifying and resolving potential
problems, insuring the "welfare
and safety of parade spectators
and participants," overseeing
establishment and enforcement
of institutional policies and city
ordinances and imposing "fines,
citations and penalties as governed by EIU, City of Charleston
and State of Illinois."
Frederick said regulations will
be posted throughout campus and
the city to "stop what's going to
happen before it happens."
A brochure outlining conduct,
rules and responsible partying
tips will be distributed city-wide,
advertising and press releases
issued to local papers and a doorto-door and post card card campaign will be directed to residences along the parade route.
Should warnings be disregarded, an enforcement staff is scheduled along the route as a threephase unit consisting of police,
personnel and peers.

The police unit is comprised of
22 university police officers and

31 city officers.

A student life office staff and
five supervisors will make up the
personnel portion and an Eastern
peer monitors escort unit of 45
students makes up the peer section.
Frederick said the patrol team
will have T-shirts and walkietalkies, and if peer or personnel
monitors approach conflict, they
will "walkie" police.
''We don't want to put anyone in
harm's way," she said.
Rule violators will be punished
both monetarily and academically
if possible.
Fines, which Frederick said
could exceed $500, will be issued
to individuals and groups who display inappropriate behavior.
Misbehaving Eastern students'
names will be submitted to student Judicial Affairs.
The Judicial Affairs office and
Shirley Steward, vice president
for student affairs, will take it
from there, Frederick said.
SEE PARADE •
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University Board to bring rapper to campus
By Gregory McElroy-'

"Being from Chicago myself, I am
Timbaland, Jay-Z, and Sean "P.
Diddy" Combs.
really looking forward to it. I will be
''We haven't gotten much feedback first in line to get tickets."
The University Board announced from the students, but the feedback
''This is a big surprise to me," said
Wednesday hip-hop artist 1\vista will we have gotten was very positive," Clyde Speller, a senior English major.
perform Nov. 15 in McAfee Atamian said
"I honestly didn't think Eastern
Gymnasium.
''McAfee holds about 2,000 people, would ever get somebody like
"This whole thing was brought up so based on the excitement of the stu- ('IWista) down here, but I will defiby one of our graduate advisers that dents that responded to us, it will be a nitely be there because this is a oncehe was interested in coming here," successful event
in-a-lifetime experience. There may
said Joe Atamian, concert coordina''We went with McAfee because never be something this big happentor for University Board "So we got this was a last minute deal and we ing at Eastern again, so I think we all
in contact with his people and were couldn't get him for any other time should take advantage."
able to get him to come for a really where he could perform at Lantz
Tickets go on sale to students at 10
good price."
(Arena)."
· a.m. Oct. 20 at Eastern's Ticket
1\vista, also known as Carl
Ticket prices for the concert will Office, located on the second floor of
Mitchell, is a native of Chicago. He be $S for students and $10 for the the Martin Luther King Jr.
has been rapping since the age of 12. public.
University Union.
He has released such albums as
"I think it's unbelievable that
Tickets go on sale to the public Oct.
"Legit Ballin", Volumes 1 & '2, Eastern is investing in entertainment 27. There is a ticket limit of six and
''Mobstability" and "Adrenaline • like this at a reasonable price," said students must present their Panther
Rush". He has worked with such lnesha Kelly, a senior business mar- Card to purchase a ticket. For more
artists as Do Or Die, Da Brat, keting major.
information, call 581-5122.

ACTIVITIES REPORTER

What do you think of Twista?

Theresa Outman,
senior marketing
major
"I hear he's a
pretty good rapper. I'm glad performers are com-

Kandlss James,
senior biology
major
"He's kind of

Eric Deady,
freshman special
education major
"I don't like him. "

old."

ing to campus. "
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RHA

Residence group
up in smoke again.
By Lea Erwin
STAFF WRITER

The fate of smoking in residence halls has three possible
outcomes.
The
Residence
Hall
Association will discuss options
the hall councils have on smoking in the residence halls for
next fall at it weekly meeting
Thursday.
The RHA will meet at 5 p.m.
in the basement of Andrews
Hall.
RHA president Nachel Glynn
says there are three choices
with the current proposal.
"The first one is, we can keep
all smoking at its current status," Glynn said. "Second, we
can reduce the amount (of
smoking). Third we can eliminate all.
·
"We will be discussing the
preliminary thoughts of what
the councils believe, housing
should do in the future regarding smoking in the Residence
Halls,'' Glynn said.
"In order to allow each council sufficient time for discussion, we will review their current concerns then table their
discussion for the next week
meeting to be voted on."
Glynn said if any student has
any concerns or comments
regarding this issue to "please
check with your hall council if
you have anything to say about
this, or just come to RHA."
In other business, Ryan
Siegala RHA representative
from Douglas Hall will speak
about conserving energy by

dimming the lights or putting
the quiet hours setting on from
noon to 4 p.m.
"We turned the lights down to
the quiet hours setting from
noon to four, with it going back
to regular then to standard
quiet hours at 10 p.m.," Siegala
· said.
"Douglas hall is bringing the
initiative of reducing the
amount of energy Eastern uses,
while saving money for the
campus," said Glynn.
Siegala says Douglas Hall is
saving $65 a month by doing
this.
Glynn says this is not an RHA
decision, but the hall councils
can individually decide if they
want to do t!J.is or not.
Applications for the RHA's
host program are due Oct. 16.
"This is a partnership with
the Office of Orientation to
allow potential students, incoming and transfer the opportunity to spend .t he night in the residence hall,'' Glynn said.
According to the information
sheet/application there will be
an RHA sponsored evening
event, informal campus tour, a
chance for the prospective students to attend a class and go to
the Student Recreation Center.
Glynn says the applications
are for anyone who wants to be
a host, to just participate, or
both.
The applications are available in the Orientation Office
located in the basement of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.

CORRECTIONS
In an article in Wednesday's issue of The Daily Eastern News,
Business Professor Matthew Monippallil was incorrectly identified as
the Faculty Senate member who offered his resignation. The correct
senate member was Mori Toosi, a professor in the school of technology.

Also, the motion of no confidence in the Board of Thlstees by
English professor John Allison was originally an idea of the late Luis
Clay-Mendez, was seconded by Chemistry Professor Barbara
Lawrence and will be on next week's agenda.
The News regrets the errors.
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Mark Hudson, director of university housing and dining services, paints the sign outside of Wesley United
Methodist Church, 2206 S. Fourth St., Wednesday afternoon with his nine-year-old son Danny. The two were volunteering their time at the church.

Board in need of breakfast funds
By Kevin Sampler
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

The University Board will ask
for $5,960 to cover the costs of
the breakfast bar that has
accompanied shows this semester.
The money spent on the bar
was supposed to be spent on
comedians for next semester.
Apportionment Board Chair
Larry Ward said if the additional
allocation is approved during the
meeting, it will come from a
reserve
account
from
Apportionment Board.
"They are asking for $5,960 to
be transferred to UB comedy for
Spring 2004 comedy shows,''
Ward said.
A breakdown of the money
University Board could receive

...

"The breakfast bar
tapped into those
funds for comics in the
spring."
-Larry Ward

during
Thursday's
Apportionment Board meeting
shows $3,960 of the $5,960 reimbursing
University
Board
Comedy for the breakfast bar
and the remainder paying for
two comedians next semester,
Ward said.
According to Ward, the breakfast bar was provided five times
by Panther Catering.

"The other money is to provide
two additional comedians in the
spring for $1,000 each. The
breakfast bar tapped into those
funds for comics in the spring,"
Ward said.
"The breakfast bar was an
experimental concept that aimed
to increase the number of students attending the comedy
shows," Ward said.
As fur how the board will vote
on the University Board's proposal, Ward said "as chair of the
board I'm not there to make decisions. I'm going to let the members of the board make their
decisions."
The Apportionment Board will
meet at 7 p.m. Thursday in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin
Luther
King
Jr.
University Union.

Studies lecture on enslaved women
By Nick Harden
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Grab a brush, son

Joycelyn Moody, recipient of
many scholarly awards, will come
· to Eastern to deliver a lecture on
Thursday.
Moody is an associate professor in English and women studies
at the University of Washington.
Her
presentation
entitled
"Enslaved Women as Narrators:
The Case of Louisa Picquet," will
explore the relationships between
African-American women and
white men and the mediated representation of African-American
women's voices in pre-Civil War
America.
Moody has won numerous
teaching and research awards.

One such award is the Women
Studies Research Associate and
Visiting Lectureship at Harvard
Divinity School. '{his distinguished honor is given to few people and she had the opportunity to
teach and give visiting lectures at
Haryard University.
Moody has also written or contributed to several published narratives of African-American
women and their treatment
throughout history.
She will draw from her knowledge gained while researching
these books to deliver her lecture.
Her research "looks at dictated
slave narratives and the differences between blacks and whites
and folks who can and cannot
read,'' she said.

The speech is sponsored by
Eastern's English and History
departments,
the
AfricanAmerican Studies program and
the Women's Studies minor. It's
just one of several lectures
brought to the university by the
English department, according to
Dagni Bredesen.
Bredesen, a former colleague
of Moody, "recommended Moody
to English department chair Dana
Ringuette and she was very excited about her work."
The speech will be held
Thursday from 4:30-5:30 p.m. in
the Effingham Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
The lecture is free to the public.

BLOTTER

Minor consumption of alcohol
Theodore R. Eisenhart, 18, of Carman Hall, was arrested at 2:22 a.m. Monday, Sept. 29 at Carman Hall on the
charge of minor consumption of alcohol, police reports said.

Theft
An outside mirror of a 1997 Saturn was reported stolen Monday, Sept. 29 while it was parked in E lot. The incident is under investigation.

A fire extinguisher was reported stolen Thursday, Oct. 2 from the north laundry building in the Universi
incident was investigated.
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Chomsky criticizes U.S. foreign policy
By Dan Valenziano
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

NORMAL - "How do you keep the great beast in a

~ge?" Noam Chomsky asked to a crowd of about 3,500

at Illinois State University Tuesday.
Chomsky, a world-renown expert on United States'
foreign policy, began his lecture entitled "Dilemmas of
Dominance" by addressing the question of how to control a domestic population.
·
"That's particularly difficult when you're dedicated
and passionate to carry out politics that are going to be
very harmful to the mass of the population. Only one
effective way has ever been discovered by the people
in office now or by anyone else under those conditions
and that is to inspire fear.
"To the people in office now, it's second nature,"
Chomsky said. "The president and company are
almost entirely recycled from the Reagan and first
Bush administration. They're following pretty much
the same script.
"Reagan's policies were strongly opposed by the
population, but they did keep voting for him, many out
of fear," Chomsky said.
Chomsky went on to talk about the Bush administration's behavior after the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11,
2001, and the "war on terror" that ensued.
He said the Bush administration's "propaganda
campaign (for the 'war on terror') was quite impressive:
"It was understood that (the invasion of Iraq) was to
be the first test of the national security strategy, not
the last," Chomsky said.
He referred to the invasion of Iraq as a "petri dish"
for an experiment in preemptive attacks. Chomsky
said the invasion prevented nothing.
"There isn't any self-defense involved, it's just
straight outright aggression," he said.
Chomsky said countries who cannot compete with
the United States' military "aren't going to sit there
and be destroyed.
"There are weapons of the weak," he said.
"One is weapons of mass destruction and the other
is terror," he said. "Many foreign policy analysts and
intelligence analysts pointed out
"Sooner or later,
that the strategy
is
essentially
weapons of mass
calling for proliferation
of
destruction and
weapons of mass
destruction and
ter.ror will be united."
an increase in
terror."
~mChomsky
Chomsky said
the invasion of
another country was a very public lesson to the world,
but Iraq was not the only option.
"North Korea is a far more vicious, ugly and dangerous state than Iraq," he said. "But the U.S. wouldn't
attack North Korea.
"In part, Iraq was understood to be completely
defenseless," Chomsky said. "If you have any brains,
you don't attack anybody who can defend themselves.
North Korea had a deterrent, which was conventional
weapons. They have massed artillery on tht: (De-mili-
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Noam Chomsky, wor1d renowned linguistics professor at MIT in Massachusetts greets listeners after his speech, Tuesday evening
at Braden Auditorium of the Bone Student Center of Illinois State University.

tarized zone) on the border of South Korea.
"What the U.S. was telling the world, was that 'If you
don't want us to attack and destroy you, you had better
have some kind of deterrent'."
Chomsky said most countries of the world are
forced to turn to weapons of mass destruction or ter~
rorism.
"If you're interested in a sleepless night," he said,
"you can read some of the high-level studies that have
been coming out for the past six or seven years which
are virtually cookbooks for terrorists."
Chomsky said a terrorist attack on U~S. !!oil Ifiay be
impossible to stop.
"Sooner or later, weapons of mass destruction and
terror will be united."
Chomsky described the present administration as a
dangerous one.
"Getting them out of office is important," he said.
"But there is also good news," he ·said. "We have
been extremely fortunate. We enjoy a legacy of freedom and privilege which is unique. That good fortune
confers responsibility."
Activities Editor Dan Valenziano can be reached at
cudwv@eiu.edu.
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Noam Chomsky,whose Tuesday evening speech at Illinois State
University was called "Dilemmas of Dominance" spoke about the Bush
administration and its behavior after September 11, 2001.
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Protecting Charleston's felines

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid."
Edllorlal board
Jamie Fetty, Editor in chief
Avian Carrasquillo, Managing editor
John Chambers, News editor
Matt Meinheit, Associate news editor
Ben Erwin, Editorial page editor
Matt Williams, Sports editor
jfeasternnews@hotmail.com

EDITORIAL

ACT writing
should be a

Jamie Fetty
Editor in chief
and semimonthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Fetty also is a
senior journalism
major
She can be reached at
jfeastemnews@
hotmail.com

requirement
Eastern d0es not currently require prospective
students to submit an essay for admission.
Blair Lord, vice president for academic affairs,
has said Eastern will continue not to require a
writing sample for admission.
However, the American College Testing
Program, or ACT, is planning on adding an optional 30-minute writing portion to the existing exam.
The key word is "optional," but schools administering the test, or colleges using the test to evaluate prospective students,
can require or urge stuAt~
dents to complete the
The ACT is now
adding a writing
writing segment.
portion
to the college
Eastern should require
entrance exam
prospective students to
Our stance
take this this writing
Eastern should look
exam. It will help the
at the writing portion
of the test when conuniversity in several
sidering students for
ways.
admission.
By requiring applicants to take the writing
segment of the ACT, admission standards will
subsequently rise. These r aised standards would
help Eastern gain prest~ge, which would help the
university in its push to become a member of the
national honor fraternity Phi Beta Kappa.
Eastern's record number of applications
received in the past few years is another reason
to require students to take the writing segment of
the ACT. As a solution to receiving too many
applications, administrations stopped accepting
applications early last year. If Eastern required
students to take the writing test; it would reduce
the number of applicants and force Eastern to
accept students based on talent and skill instead
of how quickly they get something into a mailbox.
The writing test also would give admissions a
better sense of what type of student will be coming to Eastern. Several students are excellent test
takers, but could be poor students and vice versa.
The writing test could give the students who
struggle with standardized testing a chance to
prove their competency as a student.
Another benefit of the writing test is that it
could replace the Electronic Wr iting Portfolio and
provide an accurate example of wr iting competency.
The purpose of the writing portfolio is to prove
students know how to write, but if they already
prove it in the ACT's writing portion, the portfolio
is no longer needed.
The writing portion of the ACT should not be
the sole means of judging prospective students,
but requiring them to take it could help the university in several different ways and could greatly improve the admission process.

The editorial is the majority opinion of the
~aily Eastern News editorial board.
.. ,.... .. _..._...,_ ....
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Meow.
Was that the call of Eastern's
pathetic mascot? No. This is the
sound one can hear trekking to
class, the library or even during a
Sunday morning Walk of Shame.
Panther Country is crawling
with kitty cats, some cute, others
mangled and worn by time and
survival on discarded Keystone
cans.
My neighborhood is home to
many a stray cat, partly because
many of us leave little containers
full of Meow Mix in the parking
lot.
A litter of three kittens was born
this summer to the strangest cat
you've ever seen in your life. She's
mostly gray with a striped head
and dark splotches. She has one
orange foot and one orange toe.
We named another cat DJ
Whiskers because he appears to
like techno as much as my roommate and I do. He's completely
white with piercing blue eyes, and
he yowls a sort of smoker's meow
at our screen door.
While I admit I enjoy the company of our feline neighbors, I can't
possibly take care of four cats in
the winter.
None of them have been
declawed,
are
housebroken,
spayed or neutered and, anyway,
we'd get evicted if we let them in.
The cats didn't tell me this, but it
doesn't take a genius to. figure out

TURN:

LETTERS

TO

THE

"With a sort of tragic
cuteness, cats scamper
through the neatly
mowed lawns and
plentiful dumpsters.of
Charleston, hoping to at
least find a bite to eat
and a warm place to
sleep."
they've either been abandoned or
are descendants of other abandoned cats.
With a sort of tragic cuteness,
cats scamper through the neatly
mowed lawns and plentiful dumpsters of Charleston, hoping to at
least find a bite to eat and a warm
place to sleep. The cats in the parking lot next to my house once lived
on a squirrel carcass for several
days and warmed themselves on
the toasty hoods of just-parked
cars. I doubt I'm the only one
whose maternal instincts kick in
when she sees things like this.
Humane Society of the United
States Web site states that the freeroaming cats we see around town
probably fall into one of several
categories.

They might be owned cats
allowed to wander, owned cats who
are lost, abandoned cats, cats who
are fed by a neighborhood but
aren't really "owned" and cats usea
as "mousers."
These cats can cause a host of
problems like car accidents (think
of how many times a cat has
zoomed in front of your car) and
the spread of rabies. They prey on
songbirds and other wildlife and
poop anywhere they please.
The cats themselves are at great
risk of death by car, poison, starvation and attacks by other animals.
Stray cats are a part of life, but
their numbers don't have to be so
overwhelming. Students who don't
plan to or can't keep a cat once
summer comes shouldn't adopt
them in the first place.
Cats deserve to live in ho~
where they are cared for and
loved. Adopting a cat you can't take
care of is selfish and short-sighted.
If you have to go back to your parents' house during the summer,
make sure they'll be cool with you
bringing in a new family member
upon your return.
Don't adopt a cat if it violates
your lease because sooner or later
· you will get caught, and the cat will
get the short end of the stick.
It may not be the world's most
pressing problem, but your furry
friend deserves some consideration.

EDITOR

Mixmasters offer valuable service
Mixmaster Throwdown
would like to thank Eastern
for all the support it has
given us and we woula especially like to thank Russ
Roberson for the free press
in his letter to the editor in
the Oct. 1 edition of The
Daily Eastern News.
Robinson said, "The visiting perfor mers have displayed a lack of r espect for
their craft." This could not be
any further from the truth.
The Mixmaster Throwdown
College Club Tour is headed
by DJ Speeeed and I, who
have been touring college
campuses since 1997. We
have developed a careful formula that works for each
venue that we perform at.
When we program the music,
our target audience is definitely the ladies.
Robinson continued by
saying, "a lack of respect for
women and general contempt
. .
f or Char1eston." T h 1$
lS complete slander, you don't even
offer a reason for your false
claim. He then said, "Any
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true professional DJ - were
they doing a show in
Chicago, San Francisco, New
York City, or any city larger
than Charleston - would
bring a wide selection of
vinyl, not a flipbook of CDs."
This shows Roberson's
complete lack of knowledge
for the industry. In the last
few years the DJ industry
has enjoyed great technological advances and well over
tialf of the industry is really
taking advantage of the new
technology. Pioneer has
developed a CD player (the
CDJ-1000) that allows the
same functionality as a vinyl
turntable.
The CDJs makes it possible to scratch and do all the
tricks that we have mastered
on the turntables just as well
with CDs. There are several
advantages of using CD's,
namely being able to play
our remixes of songs that are
.
d
not pressed on vmyl, an
having over $,000 songs with
u~ with out having to carry
10 crates of records across
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the country on a weekly
basis.
Robinson then says,
"Finally, the issue of the
cover charge. In order to justify a cover at the door, the
performers should deliver a
show of appropriate artistic
merit and appropriate length.
TWenty-fivelo thirty minute
sets are not of appropriate
length."
It's no secret Stu's gets a
late crowd. We get our-big
r ush ar ound llpm. In order
for the crowd to experience
all of DJs at the peak time,
we have to shorten our sets.
Robinson concludes by
saying, "Usually a DJ in a
club or at a party will not
play a set that is less than 90
minutes. Therefore, either
eliminate the cover or hold
the headliner accountable for

the quality and duration of
the show."
Considering the cover in
Chicago, or around the country, to see any one of us averages around $20, we feel that
at $3 we are offering a great
product to Eastern at an
unbelievable price. Don't forget that all of us do this for a
living, so we do need to put
food on the table in order to
survive.
In closing, we ar e definitely proud of the product that
we create each week at our
five clubs throughout
Chicago, Central Illinois and
around the country. Based on
our numbers, we must be
doing something right.

"The Mixmaster" Dan Morrell
B-96 Radio Chicago

LETIERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state. national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors' name. telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and depa:rtment. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
pr nted . Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters. so keep it concise.
Letters can be se.nt to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to jfeasternnews@hotmail.com
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Office
specialist
found dead
STAFF REPORT
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"For Renf' signs like this are being hung in hOuses and aparbnents around town, marking the beginning of home-hunting season.

Renters must sign leases soon to score nice digs
By Nicole Nicolas

from the Youngstown Apartments.
The increase of freshmen at
Eastern wanting to leave residence
halls explains why apartments and
houses are leasing earlier, according
to Lou Fry from Williams Rentals.
A majority of the apartments and
houses will start showing students
their apartments for rent by the end
of this month and some will start in
November.
"We're opening up (apartments) to
tenants living there next week and
opening to public at the end of
October," Phillips said. "Close to the
end of October we'll set up appointments for (students) other than tenants for us to give them tours."
The trend right now seems to be
students moving into three bedroom
apartments, according to Old Tuwne
Management Apartments, Unique
Homes
and
Lincolnwood
Apartments.
If students are not sure exactly if
they want an apartment off-campus
they can wait and look into staying at

STAFF WRITER

Students who know they want to
rent an apartment or.house and know
who they want to room with should
start looking soon.
''Now would be the time to look for
apartments, because we were
booked by the time the New Year hit
(last year)" said Martha Phillips, a
representative of Unique Homes.
Students anxious to get out of the
residence halls start looking for
apartments early in the year for next
fall.
"After students have been in
dorms for even a short period of
time, they want to look for off-campus housing to seek out different
spaces and locations to see if that
would fit their needs," said property
manager Sharron Turner from
Llncolnwood Apartments.
Many students who want to get
better apartments lease earlier, said
property manager Leslie Patterson

Tir2d

the University Apartments or
University Court Apartments.
January is a good time to start filling
out an application for either the
University
Apartments
or
University Court Apartments.
''We start showing them in
January because people have to
decide where (they're) going to live,
and the survey goes out before
Thanksgiving to see where they want
to live," University Court Resident
Director Doris Hamilton said.
Before students start looking for
apartments they should know what to
look for in apartments. and in a lease.
''The key thing is to come in to
Student Legal Services so that I can
go over the lease with them," said
Steve Davis, director of Student
Legal Services.
According to Davis students
should make sure the lease will provide the house or apartment will be
clean when they are ready to move
in.
''They want to make sure the land-

lord has a good maintenanee system
and make sure it will be winterized,"
Davis said.
Another tip students need to learn
from the landlord is if the lease will
be joint or individual.
"Joint means everybody owes
everything. Individual means you
only owe part legally," Davis said.
When looking at the apartment
itself students should look very carefully at the condition of the house or
apartment, Davis said. Students need
to perform a complete condition
move irrreport so they don't get stuck
paying for something they didn't
break.
Students also need to look out for
"verbal promises".
"Verbal promises are generally
lost if not included in the written
lease," Davis said.
"A lot of times they rely on landlords' promises and when they get
down there find out the landlord didn't do it, which is a big disappointment sometimes."
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Kathy Denton, an Eastern
office specialist, was found dead
at her Sullivan home at 9:37 a.m.
Tuesday.
Funeral services for Ms.
Denton, 42, will be at McMullinYoung Funeral Home in
Sullivan. The funeral home said
the time and date for services
are not finalized.
Ms. Denton formerly resided
at 404 S. Grant St., Sullivan.

Judge kills
lawsuit over
lead paint
CHICAGO (AP) - A judge
dismissed
the
city
of
Chicago's lawsuit seeking
hundreds of millions of dollars from lead-based paint
manufacturers, saying the
city had not proven that the
companies created a public
nuisance.
The lawsuit, which was filed
in Cook County Circuit Court in
September 2002, had sought the
paint industry's help in paying
for the removal of lead-based
paint from homes as well as
care for poisoned children.
Chicago leads the nation in lead
poisoning among children, with
at least 12,000 testing positive
for it in 2001.
But Judge Nancy Arnold's dismissal on Tuesday made Chicago
the latest in a long line of municipalities to be denied such redress from
paint makers.
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BO'F ·~agrees with committee
+Majority of board
rnemhers support.
Hencken appointment

higher, Eastern governing from the BOT.
policies state.
1;\rooks said "at this juncPolitical science major Bill ture," Hencken is the best
Davidson who is a member of president for the university.
both the BOT and the search
"They
couldn't
have
committee, was the only per- brought the kind of zeal and
son who voted against integrity that Mr. Hencken
Hencken. He said he voted · brought."
no because of the issue of
Jone Zieren, financial aid
shared governance.
director and committee
History major Marty member, said she supported
Ruhaak, the other student the decision to hire Hencken,
member of the presidential but wished the search could
search committee said, "I have continued.
think it was a courageous
"Although I understand
decision for Bill to make. He some of the criticisms, under
voted on the career of a per- the
circumstances,
the
son sitting right next to him," appointment makes a lot of
Several other committee sense," psychology professor
members who ·were also BOT William Addison said.
members participated in the
Search consultant Jim
vote. Roger Deltro, Julie Appleberry conducted the
Nimmons
and
Betsy informational
committee
Mitchell, chair of the search meetings. He would not comcommittee and BOT vice ment on the decision to hire
chair, all voted in favor of Hencken.
Hencken.
At the end of the final comHowever, BOT members mittee meeting, Appleberry
were not the only committee said the BOT didn't request
members who supported the additional input on the final
hiring of the interim presi- decision.
dent. Ruhaak said he hoped
It was not the committee's
Hencken might become pres- job to make the decision,
ident from early on in the Addison said.
search.
The BOT has legal respon"I would have fought to the sibility for deciding on the
nail for Lou to be one of the next president, Ruhaak said.
final candidates," Ruhaak
The committee was for
said.
advising and bringing in canVictor Brooks, the alumni didates, Addison said.
on the committee, said
B!ology professor Bud
Ruhaak wouldn't have had Fischer said he supported the
his wish.
hiring of Hencken but was
"If the search had contin- against the process. At a
ued, I don't think it necessar- recent Faculty Senate meetily would have generated Mr. ing, Fischer raised a question
concerning campus repreHencken's name," he said.
Hencken said he didn't sentation in the decision.
originally plan to opt for the
He said meetings the
presidency, but changed his search committee held were
mind following comments not well attended.

By Evan Hill
STAFF WRITER

The Board of Trustees has
offered to renew interim
President Lou . Hencken's
contract for two years, but a
majority of the members on
the Presidential Search
Committee support the
board's decision.
The committee members
that disagreed cited the issue
of shared governance and
facilitating communication
between the university community as reasons against
voting to offer Hencken the
job.
Some committee members
said they did not support the
BOT vote because the
nation-wide
presidential
search process was not completed.
Sandy
Bingham-Porter
represented the Staff Senate
on the search committee.
"No, I do not support the
BOT because the process
was
circumvented,"
Bingham-Porter said. "The
BOT developed rules and
regulations when they were
formed."
These rules and regulations were formed to give
fair and equal opportunity to
all applicants for the job of
president, something not
done, Bingham-Porter said.
The board will allow committees of faculty government to participate in the
decision making process of
choosing positions of dean or
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Squeaky clean
A State Fire Marshal washes his car outside of Fire Station 2, 1510 A St.,
Wednesday afternoon. Wednesday's high temperature was in the 80s.

Eastern Illinois University Theatre
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you gotta get OUTLET more often.®

me
Jame0ress
an adult comedy by Alan Ball
7 p.m. October 8, 9, 10, 11
2 p.m. October 12, 2003
at the Village Theatre
960 18th Street
Call 581-3110 for reservations and ticket info

Warning: No one under 17 admitted!
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Take Them On A
Club IQ Shopping Spree!
• Join Club IQ and save an extra 10% - 20%
on Saturdays and Sundays.
• Sign.. up with valid college ID at Gap Outlet,
Polo Ralph Lauren Factory Store or the Management Office.

Facten
Stires
11 Tusc11r
CentTal Illinois' Biggest Best
Center
&

Outlet

Just 30 minutes east of Decatur

• 1-57, Exit 212
217.253.2282 • shoptuscola.com
Open Daily lOAM .. 9PM, Sunday 1 lAM .. 6PM

Make it a part of your morning ro~..
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Heating and cooling systems more than a _thermostat
By L8lnn Moore
STAFF WRITER

The heating and cooling of
campus buildings is a confusing
process, but one students and
faculty should understand.
"Different buildings operate in
different ways," said Gary Reed,
director of the physical plant and
superintendent of utilities. "Our
electronic building automation
system senses the inside temperatures and automatically adjusts
to the needs of the spaces."
For the buildings without the
automation system, thermostats
are put in individual spaces controlling the heating and cooling
functions, he said.
The heating and cooling systems in the buildings use underground piping to bring the heat
or cold air into rooms.
"Buildings that.are connected
with the campus chilled water
loop draw cooling water from an
underground piping system and
circulate it through the build-

ing's air handlers to provide cold
air during the cooling season,"
Reed said. "Campus buildings
are connected in a similar fashion with underground steam
lines which supply heating
steam to the same building air
handlers when there is a need
for heating in the spaces."
The Physical Sciences building
was the first building to go
through the electronic control
system upgrade in 1989, he said.
The manual control used previously to operate the electronic
system used pneumatic thermostats to control the heating and
cooling ilµpaces.
''This manual control method
yielded a wider range of space
temperatures, less comfort,
longer response times by maintenance and was less energy efficient," Reed said.
Reed said the date the heating
and cooling systems begin varies
each year instead of having a
specific date to do so.
"In our electronically con-

TROTTER'S
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of seasonal changes so that the the heating and cooling system
transition from cooling to heat- will occur.
"Space comfort is completely
ing and back provides acceptable comfort for the occu- out of acceptable range before
pants."
our Environmental Control
Some students wish UJ.ey had Department is aware there is a
more control over the tempera- problem and has a chance to
ture in their rooms.
react," Reed said. "We feel that
"It seems to me that they leave. once the students are informed
the air on the whole time in the about the problem, they are
dorms," said Daniel Marten, a extremely understanding and
·sophomore finance major. "I feel supportive."
Reed said his main concern is
that the students should have
some control over their own for the students to understand
operating and maintaining the
room's temperature." ·
Reed said the costs of the system for three million square
process, which includes water, feet in campus buildings is a
electrical and fuels, amount to daunting task.
"Our employees are sensitive
-GaryRead
approximately $3.6 million for
to the needs of students and good
the 2003 fiscal year.
Some of the problems with the customer service," he said. "We
trolled buildings, it depends on heating and cooling process are realize that the comfort in the
the outside temperature and the power outages which cause the living and classroom spaces are
needs of the spaces inside the system to lose memory and delay a high priority. In spite of the difbuildings," Reed said. "Our· service while technicians repro- ferent challenges, it is the ultiEnvironmental Control employ- gram the building controllers, he mate payback for facilities
employees to know they are
ees gener~lly prepare buildings said.
Reed said it is often unpre- doing the best possible job for
which do not have an automatic
control function well in advance dictable as to when the failure of .their customers."

"This manual control
method yielded a
wider range of space
temperatu~es, less
comfort, longer
response times by
maintenance and was
less energy efficient."
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1 shot every 11 to 13 weeks to protect you

bone fractures. Some women using Depo-Provera
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is not your every day birth control.

periods or spotting. Many women stop having

Depo-Proyera does not protect you from HIV/AIDS
or other sexu51lly transmitted diseases.

periods altogether after a few· months. You may
gain weight when using Depo-Provera. About two
thirds of the women in clinical trials reported a

You shouldn't use Depo-Provera if you could be

.

weight gain of about 5 lb during the first year of use.

pregnant or if you have had any unexplained
periods. You should not use it if you have a history
of breast cancer, _blood clots, stroke, or liver
disease. When using Depo-Provera, there may be

Talk to your health care provider to see if
prescription Depo-Provera is right for you.
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Hencken liked at capitol
By Dan Renick
STAFF WRITER
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Herim president Lou Hencken talks with State representative Chapin Rose and House
Minority leader Tom Cross Sep. 16.

Local legislators said they are pleased
with the appointment of Eastern's newest
president, Lou Hencken.
Representative · Chapin Rose (R
Charleston) and Senator Dale Righter (R Mattoon) both said they were happy with
last week's decision by the Board of
Trustee's to make Lou Hencken the new
president of Eastern.
"I talked with Nate Anderson and Betsy
Mitchell (board chairs) and told them my
desire to see Lou as president." Righter
said.
One of Hencken's strong suits is dealing
with legislators in Springfield to prevent
worse cuts to Eastern's budget, Rose said.
Rose added, he is worried there will be further higher education cuts in January's
General Assembly budget session.
"Lou has proven to be a leader in communicating to legislators in Springfield,"
Righter said.
''Working with legislators is a very important part of higher education," said Donald
Sevener, Director of communication for the
Illinois Board of Higher Education.
Considering the budget problems Eastern

has faced, it would be hard to bring someone in who was unfamiliar with the situation, Rose said.
"This is not the time for on the job training," Rose said.
Hencken has also gotten the campus
more involved in lobbying for funds, Rose
added.
Hencken's background in student affairs
helped ·to give Eastern students a voice,
Rose said. He added that most people imagine smoky, back-room sessions between legislators and university officials, but at
every meeting with Lou, there were students there as well.
Rose said other schools like the ·
University of Illinois followed suit.
"Lou knows that students do have something to say," Rose said. "Students being
there say more to a representative than Lou
could."
Rose was also glad a local figure was
appointed. Lou cares about the community
and the students and their outcomes, Rose
said.
"There's been :a lot of antagonism
between the community and university in
the past," Rose said. "Eastern needs someone with ties to the community to make this
work."

Lady beetles will continue to populate Midwest
By Michael Schroeder
STAFF WRITER

The number of lady beetles finding their way into buildings through
-doors and windows and attaching
themselves to people's clothing is
cmtinuing to rise.
These insects, Asian ladybugs to
be specific, can be found indoors
and outdoors so there seems to be
no escape. This problem is not isolated to Eastern. It exists throughout the Midwest.
"We have had many, many calls,"
said Christy Rivia, an administrative assistant at Orkin.
Rivia cited one instance in which
a woman called and complained of
thousands living in her family room
and "was beside herself." .
The small yellow-orange insects
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have become increasingly more
prevalent since their introduction
from Asia.
This Asian lady beetle was introduced to the Midwest two to three
years ago to combat other insects
that destroy crops, according to
John Readan, Master Gardener at
the Coles County extension of
University of Illinois agriculture.
"The ladybug is a beneficial
insect," Readan said. "Both the
adults and larva consume small
insects including Aphids and Spider
mites.
"They can eat 40-50 aphids an
hour,'' Readan said.
The problem is multiplied by the
weather according to retired biology professor Michael Goodrich.
"It's the time of the season; the
ladybugs need to hibernate and
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they do this by going into crevices
to stay warm."
The lady beetles don't bite.
Goodrich said the bugs in fact are
pinching.
It is the edges of the elytra, the
first pair of wings, that feels like a
bite. These wings have sharp edges
and coupled with the possible
pinching of the legs can be easily
mistaken for a "ladybug bite."
The lady beetles will remain a
hindrance until the weather cools
and the ladybugs die, Rivia said.
Until then Rivia and the people of
Orkin recommend vacuuming the
floor. There is no company that
exterminates or does any kind of
lady bug service, Rivia said.
Waiting for cold weather to arrive
is the only beneficial response to
these pests.

Dil LY EAS TE RN NEWS PHOT 0 llY SUP HEN HAtltS

Lady beetles are in larger numbers this time of year.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

County office products. Part-time
delivery help 9-1 or 12-4. Apply in
person at 406 6th st.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/10

CALL NOW!!! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partnership with WESTAFF is looklng for
people just like you to be a part of
our team!!! $7/HR WITH GRADUATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
Interview: 345-1303

Customer Service/Sales. Local
office needs to fill several FT/PT
openings. Training provided. 5-40
hours around school/work. All
ages 18+. Call Ranada at 3598144. www.workforstudents.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/10
Female models needed for calenf
dar. NO NUDITY! Looking for
diversity. Please contact Kevin at
312-656-2169. Photo shoot will
be local.
Easy pay. .Decent
Money
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/17
Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/23

MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED no exp. required, all looks and
ages. Earn $100-$500 per day1888-820-0167 x u171 .

________11n

Searching for a job that works
around your class schedule?
Ruffalo Cody In partnership with
Weststaff has Immediate long
term customer service I inside
sales positions available. We
offer: flexible scheduling, a
fun/professional
atmosphere,
paid training and competitive
starting salary. Call Nowl! 3451303 Weststaff eoe m/f/h/v

FOR

RENT

04-05 Rental. 1st house across
from Lantz Gym on 2nd St. 6BR,
2 1/2 Bath, 2 Kit., Deep Freeze
W&D, Porch Swing. $205-$225. 7
students. 345-6868.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
5 Bedroom, 2 blocks from campus, 2 baths, C/A, W/D, furnished. 2 bedroom duplex $350.
345-7244.
_ _ __ __ __ 10/15
04-05 faff- 2,3,4 bedroom 2 bath
apts. new, clean, and close to EIU
345-6100.

--------~oo

JUST NOW AVAILABLE: 2BR
UNF APT WITH STOVE, REFRIG,
MICRO,
CEILING
FAN/AC,
TRASH PD. 1305 18TH STREET.
$395 MO. PH. 348-7746.

_ _ _ ____

_._~
oo

HELP WANTED

Clean, nice, furnished 2 bdr apt.
available for Jan. 04. Parking/trash
incl., laundry on premises, locally
owned, by EIU police. Call 3480673 leave a msg.

FOR

RENT

FOR

Efficiency apartment close to
campus with A/C. Males only, no
smoking. $340/month. All utilities
included. 345-3232 days.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SALE

'95 Neon Sport 97,000 miles,

good condition, 5 speed manual
transmission, $2300 345-9303.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13

-----~~~~DO

BUZZARD
STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!

ROOMMATES
Roommates
$295/month.
348.1479

--------~00
Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467

Call

wanted,
Lindsey

~~-------00

Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583

2 nice houses, all appliances,
W/D. Available Spring & Fall 2003.
Excellent locations. 345-7530

-------~~00

SUBLESSORS

-----~-~~()()

5 Br. House on 1st St., C31llUS side,

FALL 03-2 BR FURN APT $235 ea.
10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 345-5048
ROYAL HBGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. Leasing for Spring 2004 and
Fall 2003 semesters. Call 346-3583

needs 1 female roommate. $200
~spit utlities. Cal 847-894-8863.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/07

PERSONALS

---~~---~oo

Girt wanted to share 2 bdrm apt.
$260/month trash and water
included. 1111 2nd next to the
park. Call 348-5427

FOR

SALE

5 Wayne Brady tickets for sale.
Price negotiable. Call Rachel at
348-0256
_ __ _ __ _ _10/10

ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in a
yearbook of your senior year, aOO
are not sure how to pick it up, come
to the Student Publications office,
room 1802 Buzzard Han, and for
only $4 we will mail you a copy in
the Fall when they are published.
Call 581-2812 fOf more Information.

~-------~()()

SPRING BAEAK2004.Travel with STS
, America's #1 Student TOii' Clperatu
to Jimca, Cacll'I, Acapulco,
Bcralllls, and Aaida. Now tirrg
C31llUS reps. Cal for goop dsca.nts. lnformationlRese 1!n).648-4849 Cl WWW. ststravelc:om

1994 Mazda Protege, runs well,
good condition, 4 door, 5 speed
manual transmission, 148,000
miles, $2400 OBO. Call Danny at
234-2258 or 581-8389.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _10/10

_ _

_ __

Classified ad form

.. . .,,

A " Reality" Spring Break
Only with Sunsplash 1i
Featurad in the "The Real~--·-·-""Movie. Lowest Prices, Free
& Parties before Nov. 6th, 2
Tr'c:>s for Groups. WWW.IJAJ
totn.com 1-800-426-7710.

WO!t<s. Contact CampusFundraiser
at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusf\Jn<taiser.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
10,000+ Costumes for Halloween,
Theme Parties & Parades-Reserve
yours now! GRAND BALL-609
Sixth, Charleston. 345-2617
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/10
Spring
Break
'04
with
StudentCity.com and Maxim
Magazine! Get hooked up with
Free Trips, Cash, and VIP Status
as a Campus Rep! Choose from
15 of the hottest destinations.
Book early for FREE MEALS,
FREE DRINKS and 150% Lowest
Price Guarantee! To reserve
online or view our Photo Gallery,
visit www.studentcity.com or Call
1-888-SPRINGBREAKI
_ _ __ _ __ _ 10/13
#1 SPRING BREAK COMPANY in
Acapulco is now offering 3 destinations! Go Loco in Acapulco,
Party in Vallarta, or get Crazy in
Cabo- all With BIANCHI-ROSSI
TOURS. Book by Oct.31-get
FREE MEALS! Organize a group
and travel for FREE. Call for
details.
800-875-4525
or
www.bianchi-rossi.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/31

ANNOUNCEMENTS

_ 11
Spring Break- sign up
Student Express and gel
roundtrip airline tickets to over
International destinations-I
ing Aruba, Dominican ~
Costa Rica, Caribbean hot
and more. Why go with lrl)'Olll
else. Limited offer-· call
Commission rep positions Ill
available.
800-787·37d
www.studentexpress.com
_ _ __ _ _ _ _11121

"°'*'

Spring Break 2004. Travel wllll
STS, America's #1 Student Toir
Operator to Jamaica, Canc:ui.
Acapulco, Bahamas, and Florid&
Now hiring campus reps. Cd far
group
dl&countl.
Information/Reservations 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravelJ:Odl

.

11111

WINTER AND SPRING BREAK.
SKI AND BEACH TRIPS ON SALE
NOW! www.sunchase.com OR
CALL 1-800-SUNCHASE TODA~

-- -- - -11111
ACT NOW! Book 11 people, git
12th trip free. Group disoculls
6+ www.spiigbleakdlscounts.
or 800-838-8202

----~014

LOG HOUSE CONSIGNMENtl
RESALE SHOP: $1 SALE 9-5.
31$8-8001 .
GO
TO
FAIRGROUNDS, FOLLOW THE SIGN.

~~-~----~

_ _ _ _ 1019

Fill all the
empty seats
at your next
event...
ADVERTISE

The Dally Eastern News

FRATERNITIES-SORORITIESCLUBS-STUDENT GROUPS Ean
$1,0Q0-$2,000 this semester with a
proven Car'r1>usfundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our free progams make func:Asing easy with
no risks. Fundraising dates are filling
qulcldy, so gel with the prognwnl It

ANNOUNCEMEITI

CAMPUS CLIPS
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: weekly large group Oct. 9
at 7:30 in the Charleston/Mattoon Rm of MLK Union. Listen to what
God has done In the lives of students and your professors as they shara
their testimonies.
MTEA MEETING: Oct. 9 at E}pm in the Paris Rm of Union. Inviting all
'Educatio\1 'Majors to our Thee'tjng.

Name: -------~~-----Address:-- - -- - - - -- Phone: - - - , - - - - - Student: D Yes D No
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Speech comm career day a hit with students
By Dan Valenziano
.TIVITIES EDITOR

The second annual Speech
l>mmunication Career Day
Wormed students about
career opportunities in their
field Wednesday.
Ten workshops were held
IJroughout the day covering
~pies from "The Job of
Getting a Job," to ''Careers in
Public Relations."
Brian Sowa, a speech comi'lunications professor and
irganizer of the event, said it
"went very well."
"I would say (the attendance) definitely exceeded
my expectations," he said.
Sowa said 200 to 250 students attended the event.
Kaleb Searcy, alternate
JQedia technologist for
£astern and a workshop pan.elist, said he was pleased
with how the event turned
out.
"It was definitely a full'1«ruse, which is uncommon
when a department sets out

to do a department day," he
said. "The audience actually
participated in everything.'!
"We had panelists that
were going above and
beyond,". Sowa said. "I was
just glad to see that we had
panelists meet with the students after the sessions."
Mark Wonderlin, junior
speech
communication
major, attended the Careers
in Sales & Marketing workshop.
"I got a broad overview of
what it's like to be a sales representative in the market
today," he said.
was
extremely pertinent for me
because it's the. exact field I
would like to be associated
with."
Alicia Meyer, a junior
speech
communication
major, recently joined the
speech communication association. She attended the
Careers in '!raining and
Development workshop.
.
"I never thought about a
career in training and devel-

-:•1t

opment,". she said. "But it's
something I would definitely
want to look into."
Deborah Bullwinkel, coproprietor
of
B.E.
Communications, a public
relations firm based in
Chicago and a panelist at the
event, is a former Eastern
student.
"This is really the first
opportunity I've had in 13
years to share my experiences with students about my
career in public relations."
Although the event was
mainly for informational purposes, Bullwinkel said the
panelists had "quite a few
students" approach them
about job opportunities.
"We're always looking for
enthusiastic people," she
said.
Bullwinkel stressed the
importance of networking to
get a job.
DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY COLIN MCAULIFFE

Activities Editor Dan Valenziano
can
be
reached
at
cudwv@eiu.edu.

KriSsy Peters, a junior speech communication major, talks to Lauren Sandheinrich, a junior
speech communication major, about certain workshops for the Speech Communication
Career Day Wednesday afternoon on the third floor of the University Union.

Tuition in back of students' minds

3 RSOs approved

By Matthew Maples

little worry about making payments.
''When the kids aren't paying for it, they don't care,"
said Dennis Howes, a junior physical education major.
Amidst the busy college life of grades, extra-curricAshley Ciszewski, a sophomore communication disular activities and friends, the worries of paying for orders and science major, when asked about her
college are often left in the back of students' minds. • tuition said, " I don't know how much I'm paying, my
Despite the emphasis society places upon the high parents pay it."
expenses of college, Eastern students are not worrying
"I will be paying it off in loans, but I don't know how
too much.
much I'm taking in loans," she said.
''Tuition was reasonable," said Anne Bednarek, a
Not all Eastern students are so complacent.
junior elementary major. "I'll have loans to pay, but
Dave Hanley, a junior majoring in Graphic
that won't be a problem."
·
Communications said he believes Eastern's tuition is
Amber Estes, a sophomore family and consumer priced fairly, but he Will need to take out loans next year.
sciences major, says tuition was what she expected.
"I'll have no problems paying them off, but I think it
Her costs are covered mostly in loans and like is going to cost a little more than I thought," Hanley
Bednarek, Estes has no worries about paying them.
- said. ''There were expenses I did not anticipate."
The average cost of tuition at Eastern, including livWhen asked about his view of Eastern students and
ing expenses, was $13,442 for 2003, according to tuition he said, "kids definitely do not know what they
F.astem's web site, www.eiu.edu. It is a $544 increase are paying, I think 85 percent are not realizing how
from last years fees of $12,898.
much it is actually costing. I think they will be surDespite the increase, some Eastern students show prised."

STAFF WRITER

Tech changes EIU for better
By Megan O'Farrell
STAFF WRITER

New technology in the classroom is beginning to
form a whole new Eastern.
New technology could allow students to talk to their
professors via online systems, but still communicate
and interact with student!> from other colleges, all
from the comfort of their own rooms or even on a laptop computer with a wireless connection.
These are some of the ideas being produced by such
lfOUps as Computer Technology Planning
lommunity, which consulted staff, Eastern leaders of
llldmology and most importantly students.
Most of these advancements will be funded by the
lludent technology fee Eastern collects along with
other fees at time of billing, but many don't realize
just oow this impacts the future of Eastern.
The most emphasis is to have instructors teach the
students and help them retain more knowledge
the use of senses and participation in the
experience.
.
Baharlou, professor of geology/geography as
well as leader and active member of Computer
'Dlchnology Planning Community, said by the end of
next summer Eastern will have a six million dollar
wireless accessible system in all classrooms.
He said their mission is to "provide access to the
best software at any time you need it, wherever you
need it."
Michael Hadley, assistant vice president for
illlltructional technology, has ideas for innovative new
ways to help students get access to the world
The first thing Hadley said was to make sure
Eastern spends the student technology fee very wisely.
"We want to support the faculty, and involve as
many people as possible, then make wise decisions,"
Badley said.
Hadley also discussed new innovations within the
dlssroom including "smartboards," which are electron white boards, which allow the user to draw on the
ueen, highlight and even save.
The notes could be placed on a web page making
diem available for absent students to view.
Hadley also said video conferencing will start to
become more noticeable.
1bis would allow two-way audio video over the
iltemet Witliout being in the classroom. It can be used

E

as a bridge for oroadcasting between classrooms.
Hadley said they are planning well and will anticipate any foreseen problems.
"Technology is a tool that can be used to teach effectively," he said. ·
However, John Looby, head of the Booth Library
media services, said Eastern has over 100 technology
classrooms in 11 different buildings.
Looby said the average room is equipped with about
$1(000 worth of equipment.
''People are very hooked and dependent on technology," Looby said.
Baharlou feels gratitude towards the students.
"I'm so proud that we are an agency that is tangible
to the students," Baharlou said.
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affects an individual's communication skills.
Three
groups
seeking
Student Senate registered 15 Registered Student Organi1.ation
new student voters in Coles County ·status were approved during the
and deputy registered 30 students meeting, while one group asked to
Wednesday, all of whom were sen- be failed.
After not attending last week's
ate members.
· Student
Executive
Vice senate meeting, the Coles County
President Bill Davidson has for Peace and Justice group was
worked with the Coles County cir- denied RSO status, even though
cuit clerk's office recently to bring attendance is not required for
a voter registration drive to approval in the senate bylaws.
Senate member Ryan Berger
Eastern.
Senate members that were said he was contacted by members
deputy registered now have the of the group and was told they didability to register other students to n't want to become a Recognized
Student Organi1.ation because too
vote, Davidson said.
Although Coles County Circuit many other similar Recognized
Clerk Betty Coffrin couldn't attend Student Organizations already
the senate meeting, Davidson said, exist on campus.
"I'm looking forward to having her
"I talked to them and they wantcome in again and get our voter ed us to not approve them because
registration committee as a whole ·there were already other RSO's
deputy registered."
like them," Berger said. "They
A presentation was made by want us to fail them."
graduate student Drew Goldsmith
The group was failed by a unanin which he asked senate to sup- imous vote.
port "EIU Idol Battle," a talent
The African Student Union was
show similar to · the TV show granted Recognized Student
"American Idol" that will promote Organization status Wednesday
autism awareness.
after being denied last week for
''Your basically our link to the not attending the senate meeting.
students," Goldsmith said. "We're The Woman's Volleyball Club and
looking for an endorsement of the Masters of Technology were also
approved to become Recognized
idea of autism awareness.
"One of the reasons we're hold- Student Organi1.ations.
ing this event is because nobody
Student Senate meets at 7 p.m.
knows what autism is," Goldsmith Wednesdays in the Arcolaffuscola
said. .
Room of the Martin Luther King
He said autism is a disorder that Jr. University Union.
By Kevin Sampier

STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR
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Parade:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Student organizations who break parade rules will
also be disqualified from next year's parade.
A city external relations commfttee comprised of
Mayor Dan Cougill and city council members Larry
Rennels and Marge Knoop has been working with
Eastern to form safer, less disruptive parade plan.
Eastern's formal proposal will be finalized Monday,
ready to be released to the general public.
The council decided Tuesday to approve closing
streets along the parade route, after working to ensure
this year's parade is more successful than past years.
Seventh Street from ~pus to Monroe Avenue,
Monroe west to Si.Xth Street and back south will be
closed Oct. 27 for the parade.
Kyle Donash, Student Senate city council liaison and
senate external relations chair, a sophomore political
science major, said this will serve as a test year for
proving the parade is a safe place and convincing former participants to return.
Junior high and high school bands refused participation in future parades after members were harassed
and hit with candy, cigarettes and beer cans.
Donash said letters were written assuring change
and inviting the bands for return, but a successful
parade will most likely have to serve as proof.
The parade is scheduled to begin at 9 a.m. Oct. 25 on
Seventh Street.
University and city police established times and
places where parking will temporarily be prohibited.
No parking will be permitted between 3 a.m. and
noon on Monroe and Jackson Avenues between Sixth
and Seventh Streets, Sixth Street from Monroe to
Lincoln Avenue, Seventh Street from Monroe to
Johnson Avenue and Hayes Avenue between Seventh
and Ninth streets.
Campus Drive from Seventh to Fourth Street and
Seventh Street from Johnson to Andrews Hall will be
closed for parking from 5 p.m. Oct. 24 to noon Oct. 25.
City Editor Carly Mullady can be reached at loislayne83@aol.com.
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•FULL BEER GARDEN
•BEER TUB
$2.00 JACKDANIELS &
SOUTHERN COMFORT MIXERS

$2.00160Z. CANS

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY STEPHEN HAAS

Little Miss and Mister Kansas 2002 Marissa Monisey and Dakota Sluter ride in the 2002 Homecoming Parade.

State
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"We have a real need to address the
level of salaries for our faculty,'' Lord
said of Eastern, which has ranked in
~e upper tier of the U.S. News World &
Report study the last three years.
Even though Eastem's median faculty salaries are among the lowest in the
state - eighth out of the nine public universities - the faculty union president
said many here are content with the
contract that was signed in September.

"We aren't only out for the money,"
said Charles Delman, president for
Eastern's faculty union, University
Professionals of Illinois.
The University Professional of
Illinois and · the university settled a
four-year contract after more than a
year of negotiation. The faculty have
not yet receive a raise for Fiscal Year
03, but will receive a 2 percent raise in
Fiscal Year 04, a 2.5 percent raise in
Fiscal Year OS and 3 percent in Fiscal
Year06.
The concern at Eastern, and all
throughout Illinois' public universities,

is the ability to compete for faculty
with better paying schools in other
states along with private institutions.
"I think the issue is really competitiveness," Delman said from the perspective as a faculty member. "I'm settled here. My family lives here and I
certainly have enough to live on.
"But if you are a new person in the
job market looking for a position, and
they have a choice of any school and
everything is equal, if someone offers a
much higher salary ... of course, they
are going to take it," Delman said.

•
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MEN ' S GOLF

Panthers hoping to be bad hosts

, Family Weekend:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ·16

"It pretty much has become a tradition for all of us from Florida,"
red-shirt freshmen wide receiver Jermaine Mobley said. "When
our parents come up, they get a chance to meet the rest of the play+Eastern Woking to end its fall sea.son with a win at the Jronhmse Invit,ational ers and they get shown around a little."
· Besides having the weekend to be around familiar faces, the playLamon Woods
teams can do that, they have a took sixth out of 15 teams in the ers also play in front of their families for one of the few times in the
good shot at winning the whole D.A. Weibring Intercollegiate, held season.
STAFF WRITER
Playing in front of the parents changes the way a player goes
thing and same thing goes for us." Sept. 13-15 and fourth out of 15
In the past four years, Eastern teams at the Blue Demon about his business that weekend, and how they feel during the
Eastern's men's golf team will
game.
look to establish themselves as an has finished in the top third of each Invitational Sept. 28-30.
The fact they are playing in front of loved ones changes the
As coach Moncel said, to win
early force in the Ohio Valley of the tournaments, and the expect
Conference going into the spring the .team to do the same this year. such a tournament filled with so dynamic of the football game because the players have more of a
season and end its fall season With the tournament always being many good teams, the Panthers desire to play well for the crowd.
"I think anytime that family does come to watch, especially from
llUcessfully, as it hosts the in Tuscola, and the Panthers prac- have to get all 1:heir players playIronhorse Intercollegiate this ticing there two to three times a ing well on the same day. In order long distances, it changes the way the players feel," Eastern coach
week, Eastern holds a slight for the entire team to do well, the Bob Spoo said. "They obviously just want to play well so that the
weekend in Tuscola.
This is the fifth year of the tour- advantage - one· graduate assis- captains and team leaders have to players feel proud of how they played in front of their families."
The crowd on the Family Weekend Saturday is also usually the
nament, and the competition con- tant coach~ave Rella thinks could set a good example for the rest of
tinues to get stronger. Seventeen be extremely helpful for the the team. For the Panthers, that highest drawing game of the season. This puts a little more elecexample is usually set by junior tricity into O'Brien Field and puts a little more spark into the team's
teams total will compete this year, Panthers.
including
Butler,
Depaul,
"Tuscola is one of our home Matt Kockler, senior Kyle play.
Over the past three Family Weekend games, the Panthers have
courses and our guys know it very Maxwell and junior Kyle
~vansville, Youngstown State and
gone undefeated. Last season the Panthers were matched up
well. We should have a pretty big Awerkamp.
OVC rival Tennessee State.
Head Coach Mike Monce! kilows advandtage over the other teams
In the teams' first three tourna- against an Illinois State team and came out of the game with a 45this will be a very competitive this weekend," Rella ·said. "We ments, Kockler and Awerkamp 10 victory.
Another situation in which the players feel a little differently
tclm1lament, but also know what have played pretty well so far this have been the team's leaders,
teams could present the Panthers fall, but we think that we could shooting 222, 219 and 223 respec- about, is the fact that for some of them, this will be the last Family
with the biggest problems.
have a break out tournament this tively. Maxwell is a four-year play- Weekend they spend at Eastern.
For seniors like Miller, Ricks and Andre Raymond this will be the
"Tennessee State is always pret- weekend playing at home."
er and holds the most experience
ty good, the same for Bradley and
The Panthers have played a lit- on the team. In last year's Blue final Family Weekend game they play at Eastern, and over the three
Cleveland State," Moncel said. "I tle better than just ''pretty good" Demon Invitational, he scored a . games they have played in the past the team has built some memothink all the teams, including us, this fall. The team took fourth out career-low of 69 in the second ries.
"I know its my last family weekend and my family has come to all
just try to get everyone playing of 15 teams in the Harris round, and ended with a four over
of my family weekend games," Miller said. "So because this is the
well on the same day. If those Invitational, held Sept. 7-9, they 220.
final one it will be a little different for me; I will be glad to see them
come but sad to see them go."

Water:

How to protect yourself from
"water intoxication"
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

A more accessible tactic given by Runner's World
is the "sloshing in your stomach" tactic.
"If you can hear sloshing of water in your stom-

ach, it's telling you it's full."

PHyponatremia usually doesn't
occur unless people are exercising
for two hours and only drinking
water."
--Or. John Emmett, a physical education porfessor at Eastem

l"he last one's 211
Love,
Marty,

andy,

Bran on, Lisa, Jessica,
Kelly &

aty

We've got the
j>rescription for a
•uccessful
business ...

Some people may not hear sloshing, but rather
feel cramped or nauseated. Either of the signals
relay the same message: stop drinking fluids for at
least 15 minutes.
To make sure his runners are hydrated enough,
Eastern's cross country coach John Mcinerney said
he tells runners to never pass up a water fountain or
to carry a water bottle with them throughout the
day and sip on it periodically.
"I ]cnow I've drank enough when I'm not thirsty
anymore," said Bone. "I know I've drank too much
when my stomach hurts, or if I can hear the water
in my stomach."
Carbohydrates can also be consumed lightly·
throughout the day by eating fruits.
Fruits not only nourish the body's carbohydrat
level, but also steady the level of water intake.
· Both dehydration and hyponatremia are serious
conditions athletes should be well aware of. There.
is a thin line between the signs, but a sure line·
between the effects of each. Hyponatremia is a lifethreatening condition, but there are many ways to
avoid it.

Top ten home football attendance in Eastern history
1.12,6po Parents Weekend 1119/80 - Eastern ~ 4, Northern Iowa 9
?;1 ~,547ParentsWeekend1115/83 ~Eastern

12,.Southeast Missouri 3

3.12,425
ParentS Weekend
11/13/82 ~ Eastern 73, Kentucky State O
. .
...., . . .
'

-' -

·:

4.1~;000\Parel)~ Weekend t113n9 - E~stem 21, Youngstown State 49
5;1J;85Ei, Parems Weekend 1111186 - Eastern 64, Wmnona State o

6.1, ,-628 Faroily Weekend 10127/01 - Eastern 52, Tennessee State 49

1.11;485 Parents Weekend 11nt87 - Eastern 27, SIU-Carbondale 32
8.'Jt,321 Family Weekend 10/31198 - Eastern 21, Tennessee State 27
.9 .11,052 Homecoming '10(11/86 - Eastern 31, Northern Iowa 30
10.10,864 Parents Weekend 11/10/84 - Eastern 50', W. Kentucky 19
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Wmkeler has team prepared for a marathon season
TEEI NG
OFF
Mike Giibert
SPORTS REPORTER

It appears the Eastern volleyball team has learned a valuable lesson this year and that
beginning the season is a
marathon and not a sprint.
Despite starting the season
well by winning their first two
matches of the season against
Western Illinois and Evansville,
the Panthers soon found wins
extremely tough to come by.
From Aug. 28 through Sept. 26,
Eastern managed only one victory in a span of 12 matches.
Included in that dreadful
stretch were difficult five
game losses to Drake and instate rival Illinois State. The
Panthers also played a very
impressive match against the 84 Air Force Academy before
dropping the fifth game in
heartbreaking fashion 16-14.
All of the above close losses
could have demoralized the
team. It would've been easier
for the Panthers to simply
throw in the towel and look forward to next season when they
will have more experience with

nine upperclassmen compared
Shanna Ruxer
to the three the Panthers have
taken
"It's really is a good has
now.
Gerth's
cue.
But that isn't the attitude the
The
middle
hitfeeling to be close
Panthers appear to have. When ·
ter
has
the Ohio Valley Conference
increased her
to the top of the
started two weeks ago Eastern
kill
average
didn't pack it in; instead they've
from 2.00 in the
standings,"
come out firing. With wins
regular season
against Austin Peay, Southeast
Winkeler said.
to 2.82 in conMissouri State and Tennessee
ference play.
State the 3-1 Panthers find Brenda Wlnkeler
Also she's cut
themselves near the top of the
down on her
OVC only trailing Murray State Lantz Arena this· is clearly a errors and is hitting a team
and their ·5-0 conference different team than the one that high .289 in the OVC.
record.
opened the season.
Winkeler has also noticed
Being close to the top of the
For starters, look at the play improved play from the
standings is not unfamiliar to of outside hitter Erica Gerth. Panthers' two other middle hitPanthers
coach
Brenda The junior has added nearly ters Megan Kennedy and Kara
Winkeler, who led Eastern to an one kill per game since the OVC Sorenson.
11-5 OVC record in 2000 and a began and is hitting .40 percentWhile Kennedy has kept her
12-4 spot in 2001 along with a . age points higher than in the kill average nearly the same
trip to NCAA Tournament, but non-conference games.
all season long, her hitting
after last year when the
Gerth also showed her lead- percentage increased from
Panthers finished 4-12 and ership qualities in a match .184 to .231 in the four OVC
never were over .500 in the · against SEMO on Oct. 1. After games. Sorenson has played
OVC, second place is quite wel- the Panthers lost the first well defensively and is learncomed.
game by a large margin and ing the game rather quickly
"It's really is a good feeling were in trouble in the second for a true freshman.
to be close to the top of the game, Gerth took over the
"A big change for us in the
standings,'' Winkeler said. "We game with six kills to give last few weeks has been the
started the OVC at home and Eastern a 30-24 victory. play of our middles," Winkeler
now were on the road so that Gerth's play seemingly has said. "With Kara, Shanna and
will be challenging but we have inspired the rest of her team- Megan we are so fortunate to
keep playing tough."
mates to the point that saying have three good middle hitSomehow, I don't think that "Gerth looms large" would be ters, because most teams do
will be a problem. Although the an understatement.
not have one good middle hitPanthers are 1-8 away from
It appears fellow junior ter."
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As Winkeler pointed out a
key to the Panthers' recent
success has been the team's
depth, and that luxury does not
stop just with Eastern's middle
hitters. The Panthers are
rather solid at both the setter
position and at libero with
Leanne
Kreps
and
Kohlbecker spelling Ni
Fowler and Sarah Niedospial
Kreps, only a freshm
appears at the top of the
Panthers assist chart night in
and night out. Kohlbecker't
worth might not show up in the
box score, but her spirit and
aggressiveness are much larg.
er than her diminutive frame.
With star power like Gertht
Ruxer and Kennedy gellinf
with role players Kreps and
Kohlbecker it's no question the
Panthers are playing with confidence in the OVC, and
according to Winkeler the
more confidence the Panther•
play with the longer they will
see their names near the top of
the OVC.
"Obviously the more we win
the more confidence we will
have each game," Winkeler
said.
With the way the Panthers
have been playing recentlJI
sounds like trouble for the rest
of the OVC.
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Party and Banquet Rooms·----- - - ---- ---- - --Complete Carry-Out Menu

Open 7Days Lunch & Dinner
Sun-Thur 11:00. 9:00
Fn. sat 11:00 - 10:00

All You Can Eat
Quality Buffet
Everyday Lunch &
Dinner Menus Available

234-4855
116 S. 17th St •Mattoon• Across From the Phone Co

#I PEPE Ham, pro11lone. l1tt1c1. t1mato, & •ayo.
#2 BIG JOHN Raastlleef.l1tt111:1,tomato,&maye.
#3 SORRY CHARLIE Tun said, spr11ts. cuce•ller, l1tt1ce, & t11111t1.
#4 TURKEY TOM Turkey br11st, alfalfa spreats, l1tt1ce, tomata, & 11ay1.
#5 VITO llenoa salami, capicola, proYDlone. lett11c1, temato, 1uians, & Yl11icrett1.
#6 VEGETARIAN Prowe11111. c1um11y m1cado. CllCllmber. sprauts.1enuce. t11111at1. & llllJll.
J.J.B.L.T. lacon. lettuce, t1mat1. & mayo.
PLAIN SLIMS• --------$2.25
Same fresh·llaked French bread & meat as my premium rourmet sab sandwiches, but Ro nrcies or sauce!

SLIM 13funi ct c4a6e SLIM 4 s~ a . SLIM 2 9laa.st 6-1 SLIM 5 Salami, capiatla, c4a6e
SLIM 3 9_,,,,,,,_ ....tad SLIM 6 ~ p.woo1,one
THE J.J. GARGANTUAN• -$6.25
It's monstroas! G111a salami. capicola, smoked Ila•. roast beef, turkey llr11st, proYDlone, l1tt1ce, tomato, onion,
mayo. & ltali11 llressiq 11 fresll·llakell Frencll bread.

GIANT GOURMET CLUBS
Da tllick·slicltl 7·crai1 wll1l1 wheat llr1lll 11r frHll·bahtl Fr11cll llrlltl.

- - - - - - · $4.25 - , - - - - - #7 GOURMET SMOKEO HAM CLUB 1w1111 h•. pm11111.11n1~. t1111t1, & 11ay1.
#8 BILLY CLUB least llHf, um, pr1Y1len, Dijll . .sta~. l1tt1n, t1•at1, & 11ay1.
# 9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB cenaa sala•I. C11icela, Ila•. pron1an.11ttK1,
te•ata, 111111,

•Y•· & Yi11irr1tt1.

#IO HUNTER'S CLUB 0111111rust1111f. pr1n11n.11tt11C1, ta11at1. & 111ya.
#ti COUNTRY CLUB T1rk1y breast, Ila•. pr1Y1l111: lln1n. t1•at1, & 11ay1.
# 12 BEACH CLUB T1rk1y llr11st, clliny aw1e1lll1. c1c111b1r;ch11se. spr11ts, l1n11c1. t1111t1, & 111y1.
#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB D11lll111r1Y1l1n. ch1Rky aYDcada.
~..:.""':•<.J,;~"',4.::-),::=·.:.:. ;·:·. :.: :.~:.::·:·.

•

•

•

~~~!:rr:::~:avet:n:s.1ng 1n the

c1c1mll1r, spr11ts, lettuce, temata. & may1.

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB last lluf, turkey llrast, lenace, t1mat1, & mayo.
#IS CLUB TUNA Tu11 salad, pr1Y1lln, spr11ts, cecu•lllr. l1tt1c1, & tamato.
#16 CLUB LULU Turkey llmst. uco1. lett1c1. t111at1. & maya.

* Coke, Diet Coke, Sprh1, lemon1d1, iced tea •••••••••••.$1 .09/$1.ZI
* Chocolate chunk or oatmeal raisin cookie •••••••••••...••••.$1.58
* Potato cllips, jumllo kosller dill •••••••••• ••••• •••••••••••••SD.75
* Eltra l11lll ol 111eat, extra Hflles •.•••••••• •.•. •••• ••••••• .$1.25
.,.. Eltra cllHSI Ir IYICllllO .................. . ............... .Sl.75

·i::::.,::\~;·~~.ffii·;#.•o.,..-·

sliced bread!
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Openin_ with a splash

Senior backstroke and individual medley swimmer Jim Anderson practicing at the Lantz Natatorium Wednesday afternoon.

+ Panthers will begin 2003 season by entering the si:c-team IUPUI Invitational with a large number of newcomers on the roster
ly Joe Ciraulo
ITAFF WRITER

Eastern's swim team will
have its first meet Saturday at
the IUPUI Invitational. The
ltvitational includes six teams.
The teams expected to do well
are Xavier and Western
lllinois.
"We lost to Western last year
and they were a real solid
team," Eastern coach Ray
Padovan said. "The men's
team, is solid and the women's
team is one of the strongest in
the competition."
Eastern has 22 new swimmers this season. The new

swimmers take up 47 percent
of their team.
"We could lose all season
long but if we win at the
Midwest Classic our season
will be a success," Padovan
said. ·
The season leading up to the
confernece meet will be preparation. The Panthers will have
five and a half months until
their biggest meet of the year.
"This first meet will hopefully answer the questi<>n about
our new swimmers," Padovan
said. "A lot will depend on our
new additions to the team this
season. We are just going to do
the best we can do."

The swimmers to look out for
on the women's side are Jordan
Sherbrooke, Lindsae Baldes
and
Jenny
Curry.
Rich
Wahlgren, and Tom Watson are
the returning leaders for -the
men's team.
Sherbrooke,
a
senior
freestyle, was a team MVP
last year and also holds many
Eastern records.
"I expect Jordan to lead in
her two events and to help us
get a victory in a relay event,"
Padovan said.
Baldes, a jurtior diver, was
also the Eastern most valuable
player last year and Curry, ·a
junior free/IM, is expected to

.pick up the slack for the short
distance swimmers they lost
going into this season.
Wahlgren,
senior
at
freestyle, broke a school
record last year at the Midwest
Conference meet and Watson
also at freestyle is one of the
best swimmers on this Eastern
team. Watson had all of his
career best swims at the
Midwest Conference meet and
was also a member of the
record breaking 800 relay
team at the same meet.
"Rich is capable of being in
the front of all three of his
events,"
Padovan
said.
"Watson has 2 longer events in

tpe meet with hopes to compete in a third. I have to try
and give my best swimmer an
extra event even though he
will not get much rest."
Padovan said the strengths
of the teams this year are the
medley swimmers, middle distance freestyle and diving.
Eastern has solid depth and
talent. The Panthers worked a
lot to improve their depth for
this year.
The men's swim team placed
fourth in conference last year
but won the conference the
year before. The women's team
\YOn the conference.

Start pract.icing that smile!
Yearbook Photos October 20-23
9am-Spm Union Walkway
Students $4
Seniors $5
/'

Schedule your appointment today!
Call 581-2812
Walk-Ins welcome (time permitting)

Are you in a RSO???
If so get 20% of your membership to get their
individual pictures taken and receive a
FREE Group photo for the yearbook! A $55 ~alue!

Panther sports calendar
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+ Cross cauniry runners warrying about drinking too mU£h water
By Julie eo.urque
STAFF WRITER

While some Eastern students may be concerned with alcohol-intoxication, those students who are athletes and work-out enthusiasts may show a recent concern for "water
intoxication".
Water intoxication is a term used to
describe hyponatremia, a dangerous condition resulting from drinking too much
water. Because athletes excrete a large
amount of sodium through sweat and rely on
their replenishment through water, they
should be especially cautious of this condition.
Hyponatremia is not a regular occurrence, but this doesn't mean it can't happen.
Runner's World magazine says athletes,
more so runners, may experience water
intoxication when they lose a large amount
of sodium through sweat and are only drinking plain water to nourish themselves.
"Hypanatremia usually doesn't occur
unless people are exercising for over two
hours and only drinking water," said Dr.
John Emmett, a physical education professor here at Eastern. "Hyponatremia leads to
swelling in the brain because of the lack of
sodium in the blood. Athletes need to drink a
sports drink some time in their work-out to
replace the sodium they have lost."
The science of hyponatremia is not too

The ••s and dO n0t's
Do..

1. Start exercise well ~ted.
2. Weigh youraett before and after workout
3. Drink lightly every 10-20 ~ at workout
4. Ingest sodium through ~drinks

5. Follow your own drinking ptan
6. Drink plenty during meals
Do not

1. Don't rely solely on water
2. Don't overdrive
3. Don't gain weight during ellercise
4. Don't restrict salt in YoUr diet
5. Don't use dehydra:tlon to lose weight
8. Don't delay drinking during exercise

complicated to understand.
When an athlete drinks too much water,
the level of sodium in the blood stream is
diluted, and this sets off an electrolyte
imbalance in the body. This imbalance of
electrolytes is likely to cause seizures, coma
and even death.
The initial warning signs"of hyponatremia
mimic those of dehydration, the complete
opposite of water intoxication, which makes
each condition hard to decipher. Both dehydration and hyponatremia warning signs
are that of confusion, disorientation, muscle
weakness and vomiting.
The positive side to water intoxication is
its easy ability to be prevented.
Runner's World gives the following ways
to prevent hyponatremia from beginning:
salt in your normal diet and drinking sports
drinks while you work out.
Stephanie Bone, the lead woman for
Eastem's cross country team, said, "I just
drink Gatorade or juice after hard workouts. And if it's a really hot day, I'll drink a
combination of Gatorade and water during
the day before our workout."
This affliction does not promote the complete absence of water, but only the accompaniment of sports drinks with water.
According to Runner's World, "Sports
drinks contain carbohydrates at a concentration of about seven percent, which is
good because the lower concentration
enables the athlete to absorb fluids more
quiCkly."
'When is enough water enough?
Because sweat loss varies from person to
person, so does the amount of water
required to avoid dehydration and hyponatremia.
"The best thing to do is to weigh yourself
before and after your workout," Emmett
said. "Most likely any weight loss that
occurs is due to sweating. You should drink
enough water to replenish what weight
you've lost."
The equivalent amount of water per
pound, according to Emmett, is about a pint,
or 16 ounces, for every pound lost.
SEE WATER •
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Eastern cross counby runners have to monitor

their water intake cluing workouts more often.

FAMILY WEEKEND ·

Visiting the kids Cubs ~v~ Prior
+NineofWplOall-timeattendarweatO'BrlenareFamily Weekend
By Aaron Seidlitz
STAFF WRITER

Family Weekend will take hold of Eastem's
campus this upcoming weekend, and the football team is looking forward to having their
relatives come to the game Saturday against
Eastern Kentucky.
The Panthers, who come limping into the
contest at 1-4 overall, have made Family
Weekend a tradition for the team over the
past couple of years. This is especially the
case for those who have come to Eastern
from Florida, and currently there are 25 players from the Sunshine State on Eastem's roster.
. The Panthers that come to Eastern from
such far distances, even those who have been
at Eastern for a couple of years, look forward
to seeing the familiar faces come up to
Illinois.
As for the younger players who haven't
been at Eastern for very long, Family
Weekend helps them deal with the transition.
The weekend is the one chance in the first
semester for the players to see their family
members.
Because the Panthers have made the playoffs in the past couple of years, players have·
not been able to go oome for Thanksgiving or
Christmas breaks~ This forces the freshmen

to stay on campus until after Christmas
break, which is a long time for the younger
players not to see their families.
"It is good for the younger players whose
parents really haven't had a chance to come
• up here yet from Florida," senior linebacker
Fred Miller said. "Its a good time for them
because their parents come up here Thursday
night or Friday morning and we all get together."
The more Eastern goes to Florida to recruit
for the future, the more of a tradition Family
Weekend becomes for the football team. This
has been passed on now as the senior group of
players who come from Florida, which
includes such players as linebackers Miller
and Nick Ricks, continually meet with the
younger players and their families.
This gives the freshmen and red-shirt
freshmen more of a chance to meet the older
players, and for the upperclassmen to meet
their families.
"After the parents come up here, we usll&ily, meet for dinner that night and all of us·
spend time together then," Miller said.
This is also an opportunity for the veteran
players on the team to show around the families of the younger players, woo may not have
had much of a chance to see Eastern.
SEE fAMILT WEEKEND •
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support m12-3 "Win

+ Shorlstap Alex Gonzalez hamered twice in blawout Game two vict<Jry
CHICAGO (AP) - Once the ball flew off
Sammy Sosa's bat and soared toward the
juniper bushes in dead center field, there
""
was no telling how far it might go.
And if he keeps hitting like this, there's no
telling how far he might take these Chicago
Cubs.
The Cubs put on a startling display of raw
power at the plate and on the mound
Wednesday night, and behind Mark Prior
overwhelmed the Florida Marlins 12-3 to
even the NL championship series after two
games.
Alex Goll7.alez homered twice and Aramis
Ramirez also connected for the Cubs. But
once again, Sosa woke up Wrigley Field.
A day after he tied the game with a tw<r
out, tw<rrun shot in the ninth for his first
postseason home run; he hit a tw<rrun drive
in the second inning that went even farther.
By a lot.
Sosa launched a 495-foot shot that cleared
the ivy-covered wall, sailed over the shrubbery that serves as a batter's backdrop and
threatened to fly completely out of the park.
Only a television camera booth kept the ball
from becoming a street souvenir.
Teammate Kenny Lofton, who was on sec-

ond base, shuddered as he turned around to
watch it go. ~lins center fielder Juan
Pierre didn't even bother to move.
Coming off his tw<rhit gem in the opening
round against Atlanta, Prior was good
enough. Of course, being handed an 11-0
after five innings helped the 23-yeal'Olt
keep his composure.
Now, the best-of-seven series shifts to Pro
Player Stadium for Game 3 Friday night.
While the Marlins are one of baseball's belt
home teams, the Cubs must like their
chances with Kerry Wood pitching agaimt
Mark Redman.
Wood pitched a tw<rhitter and a three-hit·
ter against the Marlins this year, striking'CQJ
a total of 20, and is 4-0 against them lifet:imel
Following the Marlins' 9-8, 11-inning win
in the opener when the teams combined for
an NLCS-record 17 extra-base hits, hitters
again wore out the gaps and comers.
This time~ the big hits went in Chi
favor and so did the little ones. Lofton tied
NLCS mark with four hits, all singles.
Prior cruised until the sixth, when Derrek
Lee and rookie Miguel Cabrera led off witb
consecutive home runs that made it 11-2

